Cancer research from test tube to treatment

The University has launched a £10 million campaign to raise funds to build the Beatson Translational Research Centre – a state-of-the-art facility which will enable doctors and researchers to translate their work in the laboratory into real therapies for cancer patients. The result will be treatments which are steered by the most up-to-date science; converting basic research into real improvements in patients’ lives.

There are three key factors in the equation to combat cancer:
- basic scientific research that explores the mechanisms of cancer and seeks ways to understand, prevent and cure the disease;
- clinical care that enables patients to fight and survive their illness;
- translational research that bridges the gap between the laboratory and the hospital and aims to turn knowledge into cures.

Recent huge investment in Glasgow has meant that the first two of the three are now in place: the Beatson Institute at the University’s Garscube Estate handles scientific research and the clinical facility at the Beatson Oncology Centre, Gartnavel offers patients post-operative treatment. The Beatson Translational Research Centre will be the third and vital factor in fighting cancer, converting groundbreaking scientific discoveries into real benefits for patients to eradicate this most invasive of diseases.

Professor Jim Cassidy, Head of the Division of Cancer Sciences & Molecular Pathology, explains: 'Our vision is to be in a position to treat patients in a more tailored way, with customised drugs, targeted treatments and diagnostic options that are less toxic and more effective, so that each cancer and each patient is treated individually. The new centre will help us to achieve our goal.'

Continued on page 2

In memory of Justin Langham

Thanks to an extremely generous gift from Steve and K Langham of Honolulu, Hawaii to Friends of Glasgow University (FGU), the Justin Langham Fitness Suite at the Garscube Sports Complex has been established, and is now in regular use by students.

The suite is named after the Langhams’ son Justin, a student who was tragically killed while studying at the University. He had a love of sport and was a regular at the Garscube Complex.

The Langhams’ gift, matched by funds from the Chancellor’s Fund, enabled the University’s Sports & Recreation Service to upgrade the cardiovascular and muscle conditioning suite at Garscube. This type of equipment can be used any time of day and can fit in with busy timetables and schedules.

The University is grateful to the Langhams and to FGU for enabling us to honour Justin’s memory in this way.
Cancer research from test tube to treatment

Continued from page 1

The facility will be located next to the newly-constructed Beatson Institute, thus maximising collaborative effort. The building will specialise in the common tumours and those that cause the most deaths in Glasgow, such as endocrine (breast, prostate and ovarian), smoking-related (lung, throat, oral) and gastrointestinal.

Professor Karen Vousden, who heads up the Beatson Institute for Cancer Research, explains: ‘The work of the new centre will dovetail perfectly with the research already ongoing at the Beatson Institute, and builds on the significant support that the Beatson Institute has received from Cancer Research UK. The new development will contribute to the creation of a coordinated cancer research centre and help us develop our discoveries into successful treatment for patients.’

The University aims to raise £10 million by attracting gifts from trusts and foundations, businesses, major donors and our alumni and friends. In addition, in a unique move, the University plans to raise funds through a campaign targeted at the general public, which will be launched in the autumn of 2008.

\* For more information please contact Kirsty Craig or Lindsey McArthur on +44 (0) 141 330 4951 or visit: www.glasgow.ac.uk/givingtoglasgow

### £600,000 pledge to Small Animal Hospital campaign

A most generous gift of £600,000 has been pledged to our Small Animal Hospital campaign by the Dorset Foundation, which contributes mainly to projects for children in need and to medical research. The Foundation will be supporting the hospital’s unique Centre for Comparative Oncology in memory of their founder, Harry Weinrebe.

Cancer care is one of the fastest-growing areas of veterinary medicine, with chemotherapy, improvements in surgical techniques and radiation therapy successfully treating many animals.

The Centre for Comparative Oncology will provide a specialised cancer centre for animals in Scotland, speeding up diagnoses and treatment and ensuring more rapid transfer of knowledge between the clinical and laboratory environments to the benefit of the patient.

The Garscube campus is the focus of the University’s comparative medicine activity, being home to the Institute of Comparative Medicine and the Sir Henry Wellcome Building for Comparative Medical Sciences. Research staff also work in partnership with the adjacent Beatson Institute for Cancer Research. With recent investments in comparative medical research facilities in excess of £7 million, the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine is at the forefront of this field in the UK.

These initiatives build on 40 years’ work in the field of comparative medicine in the faculty. In 1964, the feline leukaemia virus was identified by Professor Bill Jarrett, making Glasgow an internationally recognised centre for research into retroviruses, animal and human cancers and AIDS. In 1995 our Gene Therapy Unit opened; the only dedicated UK veterinary school research group developing gene therapy for the treatment of cancer and arthritis.

‘The discipline of comparative medicine brings together, in a single school of thought, several aspects of health as they affect all animals, including humans,’ explains Professor Stuart Reid, Dean of the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine. ‘With common disease processes, pathogens and shared treatments, lessons can be learned from studying and treating diseases, regardless of species, to the benefit of all patients. Excellent examples include cancer, parasitic disease, HIV and the feline equivalent, FIV.’

‘I am delighted that the Centre for Comparative Oncology has been supported by this very generous gift from the Dorset Foundation. It will greatly help our effort in treating cancer and in advancing our understanding of its causes.’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gifted scheme for the Small Animal Hospital campaign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gifted scheme</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronze gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noted gift</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The giving form appears on pages 7 and 8.
First phase of the new field station opens

The first phase of the redevelopment of the University’s field station at Loch Lomond – the Scottish Centre for Ecology & the Natural Environment (SCENE) – was opened by campaign patron the Duke of Montrose in May of this year.

With the research wing now open, the new facilities are starting to be used by the research staff and also by those who have chosen to continue their studies with a postgraduate degree.

Director of SCENE, Dr Colin Adams, explains: ‘This new research building will expand our capability for world-class field research in the environmental sciences very significantly. Equally important to us is that this highly innovative and sustainable building design reflects the ecological work being conducted within the building and the importance of the surrounding ecosystems in this very special part of Scotland.’

Students have immediate access to stunning habitats and species among the best in Europe, both on Loch Lomond and the ancient oak woodland that surrounds SCENE. The new facilities mean that students are able to learn by experiencing the natural world in the field as well as experimentally in the laboratory.

‘No better place’

Professor Peter Maitland studied zoology at the University both as an undergraduate and PhD student before becoming a member of staff: ‘The field stations at Rossdhu and Rowardennan were a major factor in enabling me to carry out my postgraduate and subsequent research in a happy and informal atmosphere amidst magnificent surroundings.

‘Without the field station facilities, work on the River Endrick and Loch Lomond would have been very difficult and I have been more than happy to make a Ben Lomond gift to help with the development of the new buildings at Rowardennan, where up-to-date facilities are urgently needed. There is no better place to study and teach ecology.’

• The SCENE campaign total is now £1.2m and all gifts will help us to reach our £2m campaign target. It is hoped that the new teaching facility will open at the field station in 2009. If you would like to support SCENE, please complete the giving form on page 7.

The giving form appears on pages 7 and 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gifted scheme for the SCENE campaign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pace-setting gifts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Major gifts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gifted scheme</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Lomond donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Vorlich donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ptarmigan donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conic Hill donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duncryne donor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Principal Sir Muir Russell and the Duke of Montrose opening the new £3.4 million environmental research facility.
Scaling the heights

On Sunday 7 October, 104 brave participants abseiled from the 177ft University Bell Tower, taking part in the sixth University of Glasgow Charity Abseil.

After climbing the 236 steps of the winding bell-tower staircase and enjoying wonderful views over Glasgow on a most beautiful autumn day, everyone who took part had a great time and felt exhilarated when they completed their descent.

This year they helped to raise funds for three very important University appeals, the Medical Fund, the Small Animal Hospital at the Vet School and the Scottish Centre for Ecology & the Natural Environment (SCENE). An excellent total of just over £15,000 was raised on the day, with more donations still to come.

The Development & Alumni Office wish to thank all of those who supported the event and made it such a success – both abseilers and volunteers.

• To make a donation to these appeals, or to add your name to the mailing list for next year, please contact Susanne Hill on +44 (0) 141 330 4951 or email: s.hill@admin.gla.ac.uk

Dental School’s refurbishment

Two of the lecture theatres at the University’s Dental Hospital and School in Glasgow’s city centre were completely refurbished over the summer.

This was the final phase of the project which included the creation of a new Clinical Techniques Laboratory and, more recently, the refurbishment of all the seminar rooms in the building. To celebrate the completion of the project, an event for donors to the Dental School Jubilee Fund – which financed the project – was held on 30th October where the Principal undertook the formal opening.

Around 50 donors and guests attended the event and they had the opportunity to view the Clinical Techniques Laboratory and seminar rooms and informally meet staff and students. Professor Jeremy Bagg, Head of the Dental School, commented: ‘The event has been a great success. It is wonderful to give our supporters an opportunity to see what their donations have been used for and these improved facilities are providing our students with a first class educational environment.’

Practical proof of investing in excellence

The University was delighted to hear recently that Microsoft Research has made an award of £150,000 over three years to the Department of Computing Science.

This substantial award materialised because of the ongoing close working relationship between Microsoft Research Cambridge and the University’s Department of Computing Science.

The decision to support the department was made because of the high esteem in which the activities of the department are held by the Managing Director and his senior team. The Microsoft money, matched by the Royal Academy of Engineering, will be used to fund the appointment of a new Chair, for which applications are currently being received.
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Dog walking, cycling, art auctions, abseiling

Fundraising events in 2007

A damp doggy dawdle

It wasn’t exactly flaming June when the second annual Doggy Dawdle took place around the beautiful grounds of Garscube Estate on 24 June. In fact, it was sometimes hard to see the route through the driving rain! Despite the weather, over 200 hardy souls showed true spirit, wearing raincoats and wellies, to walk over 100 dogs around the 5k or 10k course.

One participant was symbolic of why the walk was taking place. Harvey, a one-year-old labrador, came out for a short walk from the Small Animal Hospital, where he has been an in-patient for four months after being run over. He was expert at managing his wheelchair, full of life and eager to make friends with the other dogs.

‘He’s been getting physiotherapy and is doing really well,’ said owner Emma Cumming. ‘I was glad to be able to take him out today to say a small “thank you” to the wonderful staff at the hospital.’

A total of £5,100 was raised by the event, which was in aid of the campaign to build a new £10m Small Animal Hospital at the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine. A total of £6.8m has been sourced to date and work has now started on site at Garscube Estate.

• The next Doggy Dawdle will be held on Sunday 22 June 2008 at 10am. For further information please visit: www.glasgow.ac.uk/alumni/events
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Scottish artists have supported cancer research at the University and the Children’s Hospice Association Scotland by donating works of art for an auction.

The fourth biennial Charity Art Auction was held on 24 and 25 October 2007 at the Wolfson Medical School Building. Over 120 people attended the evening and Campbell Armour, Head Auctioneer from Lyon & Turnbull, led the auction.

Over 160 outstanding works were donated by local and national artists including Alma Wolfson, James Robertson, Mairi Aitken, June Todd, Philip Reeves, Heather Nevay and many more. Works were valued from £20 to £3,000 and included original artwork and prints, photography, pottery, jewellery and patchwork.

The evening was a great success and brought together local art lovers with over £14,500 raised on the night.

- All proceeds will be split between cancer research at the University of Glasgow and the Children’s Hospice Association Scotland (CHAS).

Bikeathon 2007

The fifth Glasgow Bikeathon took place on Sunday 19 August in Kelvingrove Park.

Around 400 cycling enthusiasts, young and old, took part in this year’s event raising more than £20,000 for the Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre at Gartnavel. Many thanks to all those who took part on the day, our volunteer stewards and all our sponsors. Everyone involved plays an important role in ensuring the success of this event.

It is hoped that the official opening of the Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre will take place in May 2008. The date is yet to be confirmed. One of our major donors, Richard Rockefeller, has kindly agreed to attend the official ceremony.

- For more information please contact the Development & Alumni Office on +44 (0) 141 330 4951.

In the frame

Sheona Gardner worked as a student caller in the University’s telephone campaign from 2003–5. During this time she spoke to many graduates when she discussed the University’s fundraising campaigns.

In January 2007 Sheona joined the tradition of many alumni by pledging a monthly gift to the Chancellor’s Fund.

’I loved my time at University but it is since graduation that I have understood what it has really given me. I went on to be a postgraduate student at Glasgow and now have a career in fundraising.

’I would never have been able to pursue this path without the skills that I gained during my University years. I worked during five telephone calling campaigns which gave me an insight into the fundraising work being carried out. It was then that I realised what an impact regular giving could make. It is now my time to give something back and I have decided to support the Chancellor’s Fund as this helps the University in a general way.’

- If you would like to find out more contact Sarah Richardson: +44 (0) 141 330 8574 or email: s.richardson@admin.gla.ac.uk

Letter from America

Dear Friends

Last year in Washington DC I met a Glasgow engineering graduate who runs an electric utility. A politics graduate in the same city works as an energy analyst for a government agency. Would it be interesting for them to talk?

The energy analyst in turn might be interested in a conversation with a political economy graduate, who manages a venture capital firm investing in life sciences, and he might find it helpful to discuss trends in that field with a graduate with a BSc and PhD in biochemistry, who built a career as a consultant for life sciences companies.

All of these people have joined a Glasgow alumni group, together with other leading alumni in Washington, to network with each other and to offer their advice, time and financial support to the University. I am delighted to report that the University community is alive, well, and growing in this part of the world.

With best wishes
Joanna Storrar
Vice President, North American Development

‘Time to give something back’
...who have given new gifts (or named existing gifts) between 1 April and 30 September 2007. In addition to those listed below, there are a number of donors whose gifts are awaiting confirmation of naming or who have chosen to remain anonymous.

Beatson Translational Research Centre
Major Gift
One anonymous donor
Silver Brick
In memory of Mary F Ployer • Professor Malcolm D McLeod CBE

Chancellor's Fund

Kevlin Associate
Dr Dorreen Milne • Kevin D Snedaker • Alma and Leslie Wolton Charitable Trust • Four anonymous donors
Tower Associate
Colonel James M Adam OBE • Douglas Crook • Albert H Gordon • J Matlach Munro • Two anonymous donors
Bute Associate
Dr Donald A Cameron • William R Cameron • Alastair Christie • William Diverlay • Alexander Garven • John Hawthorn • Robert M Hamilton • Kenneth A Hay • Muriel Hume • Mr T Alan Johnston • Professor William Johnston • Dr John K Pirchen • Sherna M MacArthur • Donald MacAnally • Sheila T MacKay • Dr C Hagre • Dr Willemmina Macnab • Mr Ronald S and Mrs Chistina Melville • Alice H Macnall • James Meldrum • Michael I Mitchell • Alexander L Pirmohamed • Professor Patricia Pirmohamed • Alastair A High • Alexander T Smith • Kenneth M Smith • Emeritus Professor Gordon T Stewart • Professor John Tveden • Tony and Margaret Walker • Seven anonymous donors

Avenue Associate
John G Aird • Mr Graeme Allan • Mr George Andrews • Carol A Boyle • Dr Magdalen Bredie • Robert M Bryan • Gordon and Ailene Cameron • Alison L Campbell • The Right Honorable Lady Cosgrove CBE • Dr David A Cowan • Mrs Sheila Fraser • The French Department • Jan M Hillman • Graeme W Johnston • Dr Hilmire M Linet • Dr C Douglas Ldeo • Euan J Macdonald • Iain B Macrury • Alasdair MacGregor • Gennoffin M Macrae • Alastair Macrae • Iain H Maudsley • James McJeant • Finlay McKichen • Dr Victor and Judy Miller • Dr Ian C Moyer • Kirsty L Moyer • John F Murphy • Dr Stanley Nasmith • Murih Sampson • Mr George Robie Sangh • Donald I Smith • John S Smith • Mr William S Wilkie • Dr Andrew Wood • Dr David J Whyte • Professor Stephen White • Six anonymous donors

Gilmourlock Donor
Mr Stephen M Bremann • Thomas P Biggott • John Bruce OBE • Dr R. Douglas Brandrudeck • Stuart Buchanan • Elyon A Cowlie • Dr A Michael Davidson • Mr Colin Euston • Thomas L Fleming • Louise P Foster • Allan G H Gibson • Albert H Gordon • Elma (Brown) Harland • Dr David W Hawley • Stephen M Henderson • Lawrie L Ieson • Frederick Q Lunt • William Macdonald • Charles Mann • Duncan and Leila McKichen • Jean H McMillan • Donald M McGlennon • Michelle M Muri • Edmund M Quinn • Fiona Quinn • Margaret J Riddell • Deborah Rutherford • Patricia M Strachow • James A Shedden • Fergus C Small • William M Stark • Professor Jankie N Suparna • Eille R Taylor • Sir Teddy Taylor • Dr Ann M Thomson • Dr James Troster • Stephen J Tucker • Nicola M Walsh • Alexander S Weatherhead • Soan C Weissman • Peter Whyte • Andrew J R Wilkinson • Eleven anonymous donors

Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre
Major Gift
In memory of Stuart D E Ferry • Theresa Hovey • For all the patients and their families who have inspired me
Platinum Brick
Mr Donald C and Mrs Marian Cameron • Gordon Clendinning • With grateful thanks from Malcolm and Margaret Hewat • The Murphy Family
Gold Brick
Dr Andrew Baker • In memory of Adrian Callan • Team Ernie • In memory of Bryan Freeman • Grateful graduate, Kelmore • Holc’s Angels – Biketathon 2003-7 • Team Howat – Biketathon 2005-7 • Linda Martin • Billy Smart • Jennifer Smart • J. Smith • Construction (Scotland) Ltd • Euan A Syne • Team Fulton • Team Tuscate – Biketathon 2007 • Trail Blazers +1 • One anonymous donor

Silver Brick
Ahmed N. Gul and K.A. and A.A. and Alkhtab, K. • In memory of Adrian Callan from BAE Systems • For the opportunity given to us by my parents, John and Agnes Conne • Joint Cook and Agnes Morrison • Donald Cowey and family • George Docherty • Neoma C. Dumindum • Catherine M Gardiner • Mary and Bill Gibson • Isabella Gray • Mary Hovey • Hope • Lenzie and District Flower Club • Paul A McCNeill • In memory of my dad Alan Nickson • Malcolm Nimmo • In memory of John and Nanette Soper • In appreciation for the Gift of Life • John Ian Walker 1932-2004 • One anonymous donor

Noted Gift
James Anderson • In memory of Billy Fance • James and Monique Farnsworth • Benjamin Fitch • Team, 2007 Glasgow Biketathon • Viv O’Duffy • Wanda Rychter • E. and R. Redmond • The Silver C's

Scottish Centre for Ecology & the Natural Environment
Major Gift
Fred and Sybil Berley
Ben Lomond Professor
Professor Peter S Macleod

Parramun Donor
David M M Pulmine • Padine M Brady • Dr Ian W Daud • Brian RS Morrison • Alastair Smith • Hugh S Mutchan

Comic Hill Donor
Jane Carter • Sarah C Conn • David A Jack • Peter A Jacobs • Janet CM Lawon in memory of Dr John WH Lawson Lecture in Zoology, Glasgow University • Dorothy M Macdonald • Alan A Morrison • Andrew J Wildler

Duncruey Donor
Jean W Browning • Carolann Gums • Hei Wai Loo • John C Macfate • Alastair McIntyre • Betty C Montgomery • Michelle M Muri • Graham N Macintyre • Neil A Swan • Van-Isouy • Graeme W Hume • Beverly J Wise • Dr William Yronum

Scholarships
Scholarships Fund
Major Gift
Amila Dony • Peter Doyle • Michael and Cindy Mulkern

Silver Gift
The Estate of Reverend Professor William H Aird • In memory of Dr Gummis Singh Sidhu • In memory of Sir Alwyn Williams • One anonymous donor

Bronze Gift
Alexander M Bremner • Dr Ian Forrest • Homer McCroick • Paul and Jane Cairns
Noted Gift
Mr Roger Green • Steven Shields • One anonymous donor

Veteran Development Fund – Small Animal Hospital
Pace Setting Gift
Gifted by the Donor Foundation in memory of the late Mary Weirbee

Major Gift
Dr Alan and Mrs Netta Brown • Gifted by Sona Campbell in memory of Alan J D Campbell • Professor Alexander Stone Consulting Room • The Walton Foundation • The J and J R Wilson Trust

Gold Brick
Pete’s Vet • Professor NG Wright

Silver Brick
Dr I Davy Barclay • Rodney J Bradley • The Cairn Terrier Club • In loving memory of Stephen and Helen Cowan • James M Caster • Thaisu Dart • Dr Gordon T Day • In memory of Angus M Dun, PhD, MRCSV • Giogr and Jasper Fox • Jani F. FVMS • In memory of 1961 and a memorable career • The Master Family • Forever in our hearts, January, John, James, John all in Rainbow Bridge from Tresson • Nine, forever in our hearts • The Master Family • Drs. Kevin Gelvin • Reussdorf • Tamson • Small Animal Hospital Client Donations • Richard S Stephen • In memory of Colin Thomson 1931-2006 • In memory of Tom Thomson MRCSV 1927-2006 • Sandy and Jean Urquhurt • The Year Club

Bronze Brick
Copper Butt • From Betty and Oscar Black • Colin and Pauline Black • Chris Jafa Dorrarth • Jacqueline Dower and Margaret O'Donnell • Alister Frye • Lesley E Frye • Heather Gordon MBE • Ben Kerec • Hanis Right • Frederick J McKeesing • William C McLean • Professor James M Paterson • Alexander J Paton • For Q and Poppy and Sheba Socks and Juicy • Valerene J Terness • CH UK and GR PR • Topolke Pace Rudolph • Wef Fiz the Schnauzer • Nelson C Wiegeghey • Three anonymous donors

Noted Gift
Maria R Austin • Oscar Baillie (Maybole) • For Berry 1995-2006 • Mac Bolland • From the staff and friends of Biogta Ltd • Melina A Bowman • Charlie Murrine • Carol Church • Ben Cowan • Cocker Spaniel • Lynda Douglas • Ian J Dunsmuir • Janet Ellison • Professor Timothy R Greet • Yeovine Grenfell • Mrs Margaret Hart • Holy • Bawtry W J & Ske • Poppy Keith • Knislo • Eric and Green Leah For Scottie, Pip and Jack • Ivor Lough • Becky Loves • Stuart A MacCallum • Isabella L Macdonald • Dr Alexander M Mathewson • Margaret Mclellan • James and Brenda McNeill • Alastair McIntyre • William McMahon • Wendy McVicar • Domino Morrison • Sir Kevin Moss • The Mosterd Clandies • Mungo – our sandy terror-poo • d. March 2007 • Mr Brian Oalof • Pawcasso Cat and Dog • Grooming Staff and Customers • Patricia E Pissou • In Loving Memory of Guide Dog Ppee 28.3.01-26.3.06 • Clients of Pets' N' Vets, Pollokshields Pits • Little Spot Rae • Tobyg, Tigger and Murphy • Joan Robert • Thomas Smith • Rorry • Rowan • Ruaridh • Sherryl • The Hospital Reception Staff • Thomas Wallace • Euan Young • Brian Young • Our Giftie Younie’s One anonymous donor

Friends of Glasgow University, Inc
Justa Langham Fitzess Satte•

*Denotes donors to Friends of Glasgow University, Inc (FGU), an independent charitable corporation organized in the United States. FGU’s grant was made possible by gifts from these donors.
Want to help? Here’s how!

Regular giving
If you’d like to give a regular gift, simply complete the attached form and return it to us. If you are a UK taxpayer and would like the value of your gift to increase by around a third, just complete the Gift Aid Declaration and return it with your Banker’s Order Form. Don’t forget to indicate which project you would like to support.

Bequests
Perhaps you would prefer to support the University with a bequest? This method of giving is favoured by many alumni and friends who want to make a difference after their death. A gift of this kind also helps to reduce your inheritance tax liability.

Stocks and shares
Since 6 April 2000, individuals have been eligible for tax relief on gifts of certain shares, securities and other investments. This is in addition to capital gains tax relief on gifts of assets to charity. Tax relief for donors is based on the value of the shares on the day they are transferred to the University.

If you would like to support your chosen project by giving shares and securities and would like more information, simply call the Development & Alumni Office on +44 (0)141 330 4951.

Payroll giving
Payroll giving is a unique way for employees to give to the University. By having your donation come straight from your gross pay before tax, you can effectively increase the value of your contributions. The result is greater support for the University at less cost to you. If you are interested in this method of giving, please contact the Development & Alumni Office on +44 (0)141 330 4951.

Giving from the USA
US taxpayers can give tax-deductible gifts to the Friends of Glasgow University, Inc, an independent charitable corporation organised in the United States that has been recognised by the Internal Revenue Service as a section 501(c)(3) charitable organisation. All donations to it are deductible as charitable contributions to the full extent permitted by law. Its Board of Directors will determine the use of all gifts.

Contributions should be made payable to Friends of Glasgow University, Inc, 244 Madison Ave #403, New York 10016.

Giving from Canada
Canadian residents will be provided with a receipt for their tax records from the University. Cheques should be made payable to ‘University of Glasgow’ (and not the University Trust) to be able to claim tax relief.
I declare that I would like to give a gift to the University of Glasgow Trust

General Council Number
Title (delete as applicable) MR / MRS / MISS / MS / OTHER
Full name
Address
Postcode
Telephone numbers daytime
evening
Email address
Degree
Year of graduation

Gift Aid declaration

Please treat all donations I have made to the University of Glasgow/University of Glasgow Trust since 6 April 2000, and all donations I make to the University of Glasgow/University of Glasgow Trust on or after the date of this declaration, as Gift Aid donations.

This means that you must pay an amount of income tax or capital gains tax equal to the tax we reclaim on your donations (currently 28p for every £1 you give). Please remember to notify us if you no longer pay this amount of tax.

Signed __________________________ Date __________________________

The University of Glasgow is a registered charity, number SC004401.
The University of Glasgow Trust is a registered charity, number SC008303.

When both forms are completed and signed, please return them to:
Development & Alumni Office, 2 The Square, University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ, UK.

I would like to make a regular gift to the University of Glasgow Trust of £ ___________
per MONTH/QUARTER/ANNUM (delete as applicable) starting on _____ / _____ / 20____ (write date - please allow two weeks from today) for a period of _____ years (until further notice if blank).

From my account no: __________________________
Sort Code: __________________________

To: The University of Glasgow Trust (Account no: 20006422, Sort Code 82-20-00)

Name ___________________________________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________________________________
________________________________________ Postcode __________
Signature ___________________________________________________________________
Date ___________________________________________________________________

Please ensure that the Gift Aid declaration has also been completed, and return both forms to the Development & Alumni Office at the address above.